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Overview
Inferring metabolic networks from metabolite concentration data is a topic in systems biology that can help to improve our
understanding of the functioning of cellular systems. Mathematical techniques to extract information about the network from
data have been proposed in literature. However, if full inference of a real world metabolic network is the goal there exists a
large discrepancy between the requirements of the inference methods with regard to the sampling frequency and noise levels on
the one hand and the contemporary measurement practice on the other.
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biochemical interactions in the cell of
an organism.
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Network inference methods

Current measurement practice
Bioreactor + rapid sampling device
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5. Research questions
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Noise level = 5 – 25%
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2. Time-lagged correlations
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3. Zero slopes method
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Important: - sampling frequency
- noise

• decreasing graph of perturbed metabolite.
• zero slope = indirect interaction between S2 and the metabolite
which concentration profile is presented by the graph.
• non-zero slope = direct interaction
• constant graph = no interaction

Example:
perturbing metabolite S2

Results
1. Problems with reverse engineering
• Weak interactions  missing edges
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J: Jacobian
S: concentrations of the metabolites
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Example:
JM1 describes how changes in
metabolite 1 affect changes in
metabolite M.

• Spurious edges  indirect interactions
• Large influence of noise
• All metabolites have to be measured

2. Requirements of the network inference methods
• Very fast sampling frequencies (often much faster than possible in
practice)
• Very low noise levels (<< 3%, not possible with contemporary
experiments)

Conclusions
• If full inference of a real world metabolic network is the goal, then the requirements for the sampling frequency are not
consistent with contemporary practice.
• We do not need to estimate the whole network from the data alone. There exists already a lot of biological information in
databases.
• Future research: incorporate a priori knowledge from databases to improve network inference.

